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Abstract 

In view of the increasing usage of networks, lot of security issues arise, the management of 

such issues is becoming tedious. To resolve such issues, network security log analysis 

becomes main objective. There are various log analysis algorithms and approaches available, 

but this paper proposes the design of managing and analyzing network security log analysis 

based on ELK (Elasticsearch Logstash and Kibana). ELK is mainly used to manage and 

analyze large amount of network logs. 

 

A thorough analysis of information extracted from the logs, helps to identify the issues, 

to be aware of problems and vulnerabilities. By using ELK, the amount of time taken 

for analyzing the log files is reduced compared to manual methods. 

 

Keywords: ELK (Elasticsearch Logstash and Kibana), Log analysis, Network security threats and 

vulnerabilities, SVM (Support vector machine), PCA (Principle component analysis). 
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1. Introduction 

Security has become a major concern, due to wide improvements and advances of the 

Internet. Collecting the logs accurately and efficiently is one of the major concerns for 

security purpose. With the increase in number of available tools, analysis of such large 

number of logs has simplified the efforts. Use of ELK for log analysis has reduced the time 

consumed compared to traditional methods of log analysis. The ELK stack is the technology 

which solves the problems of manual or traditional log analysis system. All the log data are 

distributed in each cluster node, which has good horizontal expansion capabilities. To handle 

millions of log data along with ELK, machine learning algorithms like PCA and one class-

SVM to carry out the log analysis has been experimented. 
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Logging has become one of the major and essential elements of any networking application or 

any system. It helps to track about ongoing activities and events in the cyber world that helps 

to resolve issues related to any faults or any failures. Log analysis is the way of analyzing the 

computer-generated data to identify various networking activities. Most of the businesses and 

organizations are required to do log analysis because of security concerns and for compliances 

purpose. Log analysis will not only help for monitoring, but it also helps to measure the 

capabilities and weaknesses of the system. This paper concentrates on the internal threats and 

tries to cover all such kind of threats with the help of ELK stack. 

Lot of research work has been carried out earlier in this regard. Various tools have been 

developed in the recent years. Before 2014, Facebook’s Scribe, Cloudera’s Flume and 

LinkedIn’s Kafka, etc. have widely been used. Since 2014 Splunk’s log system called Splunk 

has been widely used and has also becomes quiet famous for log system analysis. But, there 

are some disadvantages in Splunk log system. Basically, Splunk is economically very high to 

popularize the technology and product. ELK stack is open source compared to Splunk. ELK 

[2] stack consists of tools such as Elastic search, Logstash and Kibana. ELK has been widely 

used over the world and has become a very useful and recommended log system for many 

companies. Some machine learning algorithms like Support Vector machine (SVM) and 

Principle component analysis (PCA) have major contribution towards the log analysis system 

[3]. This research paper also compares the various parameters of algorithms and it explains 

the usage of ELK and the usage of log analysis system. 

2. Existing Solution 

There are various tools available in the market to handle log analysis and such tools or 

methods has their own importance and provide the better results. Splunk [4] is also one of the 

valuable technologies used by various organization to be monitor and analyzing the data. The 

drawbacks of Splunk logging system is basically it offers limited amount of usage and the 

cost varies based on the amount of usages. Splunk can collect, analyze, store, search and 

visualize the logs. Apart from financial issue, product should fulfill the need in a big amount 

and should be flexible.  Hence, to over come the drawbacks of existing log system, this paper 

discusses the new technology for log analysis. The new log analysis mechanism is referred as 

ELK logging analysis system.   
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3. System Architecture 

The system architecture for the new log analysis is as shown in figure 1. The architecture 

shows how the various log files flow from different network services and how it is gathered 

into Logstash. 

 

Figure 1:  ELK architecture 

From Logstash, logs are filtered based on the various parameters such as log levels, info, 

debug, error and warning. This output is forwarded into Elasticsearch. Elasticsearch indexes 

the logs and this is fed into Kibana where it will display the complete log analysis report. The 

log analysis report is detailed and provides various charts such as pi-chart, bar chart, etc. 

which helps analyze the data and take suitable action.  

 

4. Proposed System 

The proposed method consists of setting up of at least two virtual machines [6]. One of the 

virtual machines is used for log analysis work and another virtual machine is used as backup. 

ELK will form the cluster where, Logstash is mainly involved in the filtering of logs based on 

various parameters like log levels and priorities, etc. Once the logs are filtered and fed into 

Elastic search for indexing. The indexed data is fed into Kibana which displays the log 

analysis report. Basically, ELK is mainly used to analyses the log files and reduce the usage 

of unnecessary logs. The test of the log analysis system focuses on the accuracy and 

effectiveness of the log files by combined machine learning algorithms like PCA and one 

class-SVM. The log file data is imported, and this data is used by PCA and one class-SVM for 

log file analysis. This reduces the time and provides effective log analysis results. By 
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comparing the results of two algorithm we got to know that one-class SVM will provide the 

better results than PCA [7] in log analysis system. The results are compared based on amount 

of time consumed by the algorithm to provide log analysis reports and by finding success rate 

which is based on number of false logs found. The lesser the false logs, better are the results. 

 

5. Experimental setup and Results 

The ELK stack can be deployed on a different operating system with various manner. 

Deploying ELK stack on Docker is less cumbersome and hence docker setup for ELK stack 

has been setup. The docker container is deployed and on top on docker container the ELK 

stack (Elasticsearch Logstash and Kibana) is deployed by enabling the required port for ELK. 

During the setup, make sure the ELK server is coming up with the available ports. 

Docker container is used to extract the different logs hosting by Logstash. Logstash will filter 

the logs better and forwards the filtered logs to Elasticsearch for indexing. Once filtering and 

indexing is done, then Kibana is used to analyze and visualizes the data in various forms. 

There are other open sources such as Fluentd or Filebeat, to forward the logs to Elasticsearch. 

The dataset taken for experimentation is webserver logs dataset from Kaggle.com which is in 

.csv format. The data set is basically explaining about web server visitors’ interest logs.  The 

data collected from the web server represents visitors’ interests in different areas through web. 

Data collected consists of essential fields like IP address, Country, language and area of 

interest as a parameter and extracted those fields and parsed such data for experimentation. 

With the help of Logstash, dataset is filtered and forwarded to Elasticsearch for indexing. 

Before doing this, the logstash.conf file has to be setup, which gives the input, path and other 

parameter for Kibana to visualize the logs. Kibana is basically UI (User interface) where we 

can visualize the logs in the required pattern like bar charts or pie charts etc. 

The analysis of logs is carried out using Principle Component Analysis (PCA) and Support 

Vector Machine (SVM) algorithms [7]. Log data set contains lot of duplicate logs entries i.e. 

similar logs, hence to reduce such duplication, PCA technique. The logs are analyzed for the 

amount of time consumed, accuracy and percentage of  false rate when SVM, PCA and SVM, 

PCA and one-class SVM algorithms are executed. Table 1 shows the results of execution of 
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these algorithms.  Table 1 shows the results obtained for log analysis using PCA and one-class 

SVM is best when compared to using only SVM or using PCA and SVM techniques. The 

experiment is carried out by considering fields such as IP address, source port and log type 

from the log dataset. By considering IP address field and port, the authenticity of the user 

could be checked i.e. whether the user is a valid user or not. To check whether the user IP 

address is an authorized IP address or not, machine learning algorithms are applied on the 

dataset.  

Table 1 Comparison results of various algorithms 

Type Parameters Result 

SVM 

Time consumption (%)   3.61 

Accuracy (%) 87.01 

False rate (%) 1.28 

PCA & SVM 

Time consumption (%) 1.92 

Accuracy (%) 92.012 

False rate (%) 0.95 

PCA & one-class SVM 

Time consumption (%) 1.22 

Accuracy (%) 98.16 

False rate (%) 0.51 

 

 

The resulting table 2 indicates: 

 Number of Entries in the log table with similar interest. 

 False entries indicates in each interest, number of anomalous IPs. 

 Execution time indicates the amount of time taken in identifying anomalous IPs in the log 

entries 

 Accuracy obtained after applying machine learning algorithm 
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Table 2 Algorithm Results 

Log File 

numbers 

No of Entries in 

the log files 

False 

Entries 

Execution time Accuracy 

1 200 10 0.16 93 

2 300 20 0.32 97 

3 500 17 0.53 100 

4 700 15 0.34 87 

5 1000 12 0.28 96 

 

With the consideration of results one-class SVM will gives the better results compared to 

others. The time required for calculating of log dataset and the percentage rate of detecting 

false rate gives the performance of the algorithm. 

 

Following bar graph in figure 1 gives the representation of performance parameters of various 

algorithms. 

 

Figure 1 Representation of accuracy for different algorithms 

 

The main objective is to manage the network security log management analysis system with 

application of machine learning algorithms SVM and PCA and with the help of ELK. The 

limitation of traditional log system with unstructured logs is solved. 
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5. Conclusion 

The main objective of research work is to handle various network logging problems with the 

help of latest technologies like ELK and reducing the time consumption for log analysis by 

using machine learning algorithms. ELK stack is not only overcoming the shortcomings of 

legacy logging analysis system it also provides the better monitoring results of log analysis. 

With the help of PCA and one-class SVM the performance of log analysis has improved. 
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